SUPERB-ITS 2015
Computer Science - Information Technology for Sustainability

Summer Undergraduate Program in Engineering Research at Berkeley

Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

Program Description

- 9-week research experience: June 7 – August 08, 2015
- Research guided by faculty mentors and graduate students
- Educational activities include lab tours and industry field trips
- Graduate school advising and GRE prep course

Exciting research projects to solve environmental problems:

- Smart phones for monitoring energy efficiency
- Distributed solar thermal generation & storage
- Data mining for optimizing building efficiency
- and much more!

-$4,500 Stipend
-Travel Allowance
-Room and board provided at International House

Application Process

On-line application:
http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/Programs/ugrad/superb/superb.html

- Application deadline: February 15, 2015
- Must be a US Citizen or Permanent Resident
- A minimum overall GPA of 3.0 is required with upward trends in grades being preferable

Contact Information:

Tiffany Reardon
Associate Director of Diversity
UC Berkeley, Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer Sciences
treardon@eecs.berkeley.edu
http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/Programs/ugrad/superb/superb.html

Funded by the National Science Foundation’s Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE) Program Award #1359499